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This is another podcast from one of the many podcasts that I like to listen to. This one is from the Jason Stapleton Program, definately worth a listen! 

Carol Roth Discusses the War on Small Business

"Carol Roth describes herself as a "recovering investment banker." She's also a national media personality and one of the country's most successful business advisors.
In this interview, she joined us to talk about her new book, "The War on Small Business: How the Government Used the Pandemic to Crush the Backbone of America."

If that title doesn't get your attention, you should probably check your pulse. We had a great conversation, and you should go get her book.

You can find it anywhere, but if you'd like to support small businesses when purchasing a book that advocates for small businesses, then she offered that you can
buy it here: 
https://bookshop.org/books/the-war-on-small-business-how-the-government-used-the-pandemic-to-crush-the-backbone-of-america/9780063081413

Follow Carol on Twitter: https://twitter.com/caroljsroth

*******

+ Give your business an unfair advantage in less than 3 minutes a day. Get the daily newsletter that delivers the most actionable and tactical growth strategies
available today, straight from the mind of a marketing genius: http://dailyalchemy.me
+ Learn the blueprint for generating predictable and sustainable income from anywhere on earth: http://www.nomadicwealthoffer.com.
+ Become a member of our Nomad Network: https://www.stapletonagency.com/nomad-network1617822560645
+ If you're ready to take control of your life, income, and future, go to http://mynomad.network to get started.

+ Jason on Twitter: https://twitter.com/jason_stapleton
+ Jason on IG: https://www.instagram.com/thejasonsta…
+ Jason's website: https://jasonstapleton.com

+ Matt on Twitter: https://twitter.com/realkingpilled

Question or comment? Text Jason: (323) 594-8781

Don't forget to like and subscribe, and please share the show!"
http://www.jasonstapleton.com
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